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FINAL CASE STUDY STRUCTURAL AND CONCEPTUAL GUIDELINES

All final case studies are due Monday, May 16, 12:00pm. Late submissions will not be accepted. Follow these guidelines for shaping
and conceptualizing your case study research and production.*

* Please refer to separate guidelines for detailed formatting and submission instructions.

Structural Guidelines

Case studies are to be developed and presented by small groups of 2-3 students. They are detailed and multifaceted inquiries,
exploratory and descriptive collections of materials that work together to communicate an in-depth account of a specific subject. As a
starting point, groups can explore the list of possible sub-topics and preliminary resources that will be listed on the course schedule for
each case, but all are encouraged to expand from there.

Groups will determine the approach and format of each case study, but all final case studies must include the following
components:

o Title page
o Introduction
o Evidence of primary research
o At least one strong New York City-specific component
o Visual catalogue of examples
o Bibliography of references
o Individual contribution from each member of the group. Individual contributions can be interpreted in terms of

content (i.e., each individual contributes a written or visual essay), in terms of role or function (i.e., someone is
photographer, someone is designer, someone is editor), or in several other ways.

Conceptual Guidelines

o Approach interdisciplinarily. Media Studies is by definition an interdisciplinary field. Bring your training to bear on both the form
and the content of your research.

o Put in cultural, historical, social context(s). This is not a seminar in environmental science. Do not limit your scope to the
analysis of data, as those in other fields are presumably better equipped to do so.

o Track from beginnings to ends. Waste streams are about the flow of waste from generation to collection to disposal. You can
approach this literally, but you are also encouraged to take creative license.

o Scale up. The NYC Dept of Sanitation’s classifications apply to residential waste streams, and the rhetoric is aimed at the
individual citizen-consumer. Reapproach this same material in ways that connect it to larger systems, relating the individual
scale to municipal, regional, commercial, institutional, industrial, and/or global scales.

o Scale out. These waste streams are also largely defined by their materiality. Without losing focus on the material -- since a
great deal of work in our class is to understand the material undersides, outputs, and excesses of our information economy –
consider what it means to expand an analysis of waste streams to include other senses (think noise pollution), dimensions (are
there street waste baskets in Second Life?), or experiences (can wifi leakage be considered household waste?).


